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SCALING YOUR 
BUSINESS
Your email list is worth 63 times more than social media followers. So adding email 

subscribers is crucial to growing your business. This is for several reasons:

           Email addresses give you permission to market

           Email is put directly in front of your client’s eyes

           Email makes growing your business or making offers easier

           Email allows your clients to easily share your words, offers, stories and more

           Email offers easy tracking for engagement for specific types of content

It took over 6 years before Jeremie began to retain emails for purposes of bulk 

communication with clients. So of the thousands of email addresses now collected, there 

are thousands more that went to waste. Additionally, the introduction of text-messaging 

marketing and Facebook bot use makes the collection of information easier than ever 

before.

SCALING BY EMAIL
To drastically increase your email captures, use headlines that contain humor, questions or 

statistics.

What are some stats you would like to share about your topic / industry / business? 
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Essential components of creating an email list:

           Create opt-in or content

           Capture email address (e.g., from site or Facebook)

           Compile (package your knowledge into products or a service)

           Connect (grow traffic & create raving fans)

When visitors enter their email addresses into your email system, they become subscrib-

ers. The best practice is to connect with them, nurture them & (eventually) sell to them. 

Depending on your product line, services and marketing efforts, new subscribers may 

come in as having already purchased.

What are some of the things your avatar finds humorous? 

What questions does your avatar typically have about your business? 
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For example, from your authority in a niche, you will have cold subscribers whose first 

interaction with you is a transaction. It’s important that you convert those subscribers into 

raving fans through nurture. This nurture or care can happen through email, in person or a 

combination.

Another example would be someone who has been referred to you by a trusted source and 

their first interaction with you is to book you for your services. 

Most important is that you need a voice your clients want and need. 

Writing (or drawing1 ) out your funnel is often helpful so that you can see where clients are 

going in the funnel.

1 This drawing was created in a free app you can find here. However, it take a bit to master & is not recommended for 
beginners. Freehand is best & pencil is recommended!

https://projects.invisionapp.com/d/signup?redir=
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Map out your funnel here: 
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Topics and headlines

Once you’ve seen where you want to take your subscribers, write out your subject topics in 

a list. Note: this is not your headline, just the topic. We’ll use this in a moment.
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When you craft email sequences one at a time, you write only for that moment. You often 

lose the potential for forward movement in the relationship. That’s why it’s important that 

you map out your goals and sequences and then list out your topics and subject lines. 

Oftentimes when delayed in reading email, you begin to notice what people are selling (or 

are not doing a good job of selling). Consider these two real-world examples:

Good examples 
(actual headlines)   

 

You’ll never WIN unless you STOP this 

(important advice for all young people)

How I train: technical, tactical, speed 

The uncomfortable truth about success

Perseverance pays. Literally. Here’s the 

data…

Is email marketing DEAD?

Less-than-stellar examples 

Hey dude! Why you should never quit 

training

When today is just too hard

I noticed you didn’t open my email the 

other day...something wrong?

More questions than answers – sorry 

about that!!

Why You Suck at Training [& the Top 3 

answers for YOU!] 

 

Vs.
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The first writer gives specifics or draws you in with a creative headline and a mixture of 

capitals, data, drama.

The second writer relies on pseudo-friendship and exclamation points.

List out your topics in the order you want to convey then and then write a catchy headline 

to go with it.

Who can you serve through automated communication2 ?

What do you want clients to know about your process? How will you educate them about 

your process? (e.g., customer service, handling orders, dealing with complaints, etc.)

Topic Headline

List out your products and services here: 

2 Using email service providers such as ConvertKit is for scaling your business into automated communication. This requires 
knowing your who very well, something covered in depth in the BRAND course.
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What do you want customers to know about you and / or your organization’s work? What 

can they expect from working with you? Your processes?

What is your goal for each interaction? You can clearly see where you want to direct 

subscribers through the sequence by listing it here:

Topic Headline
GOAL of each 

communication

Now, combine these steps with your map, clearly identifying what will be talked about in 

each email, where the client will go with the next steps or decision made: 
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Global Fútbol Training (GFT) example

Subject line: Here is your download | How do you stack up?

Hi there,

Welcome to Global Fútbol Training (aka GFT)! Thanks for taking the time to learn a little more about 

us. But first, tell me a little more about you. 

Hit reply and let me know:

           Where you’re playing

           Years of experience

           Current and long-term goals

           How you heard about GFT or me?

I’m Jeremie, former pro soccer player, now pro trainer. My passion is helping players improve 

quickly.  My talent is knowing, from experience, what players need at every age & skill level.  That is 

why I now give away the actual checklist I use to evaluate every player that comes to me for private 

training. You'll find your download below. :)

In case you missed it - these are the most foundational components necessary for any soccer player 

to have. A player must know these elements before anything else.

BUT WHAT MOST COACHES & TRAINERS DON'T KNOW is HOW to do these skills properly. 

But, before you download your checklist, I wanted to tell you HOW I know these things.

If you're new to the site, you may not know me or my story. You can watch it below.

 

Be the Best You,

Jeremie

PS: You can DOWNLOAD YOUR CHECKLIST HERE
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